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Kinetic roughening during rare-gas homoepitaxy
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Using an optical-reflectivity-difference technique, we monitored the growth of multilayer Xe films on a
commensurate monolayer of Xe on Ni~111! from 35 to 60 K. A transition occurs near 40 K from rough growth
at low temperature to quasi-layer-by-layer growth characterized by persistent oscillations in the reflectivity
difference. We discuss this transition in terms of changes in the island formation process and the onset of
second-layer nucleation. The Xe sticking coefficient at 40 K is obtained from the period of the oscillations in
the reflectivity difference. We find that the sticking coefficient decreases with increasing film thickness at fixed
Xe pressure.
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Epitaxial film growth far from thermodynamic equilib
rium allows access to~often desired! stable structures an
behaviors that would be typically impossible to realize n
equilibrium. Refined understanding of the underlying atom
processes and of the influence of the surface geometry
growth structure has followed advances in scanning tun
ing microscopy~STM!, high-resolution electron and x-ra
diffraction techniques, ion scattering, and, more recen
low-energy electron microscopy. In addition, lattice-g
models have been developed with a realistic description
deposition, surface diffusion, and island formation, and th
behaviors matched to experiment using kinetic Monte Ca
simulation and analytical approaches.1 Studies reveal that ki-
netic roughening, which accounts for deviations from lay
by-layer growth, is generally very sensitive to the strength
the barriers for downward transport at steps or island ed
and to details of the deposition dynamics.2 It also reflects the
more subtle influence of equilibration or coarsening of s
face features during growth.

Physisorbed layers of rare gases on metal surfaces
often considered simple model systems. This is so des
observations of complex adsorbate geometries, topolog
transitions controlled by strain, and the lack of a detai
understanding of the nature of the rare-gas bonds to m
substrates; see e.g., Ref. 3. A quantitative assessment o
way in which rare-gas multilayer films roughen durin
growth is also not available.

Early experimental studies of submonolayer deposition
rare gases~Ar, Kr, and Xe! on graphite~0001! and amor-
phous carbon surfaces focused on wetting issues, mel
and structural phase transitions in the rare-gas overlayer4 A
few studies examined island formation, including the dep
dence of the island density on deposition conditions, un
normal vacuum (.1029 Torr).5 Caution is justified when
interpreting such data using classical nucleation theory. N
ertheless, the Arrhenius behavior of the island density
tween 30 and 60 K suggested a sequence of change
island-nucleation parameters. The first for Xe in the abo
temperature~T! range was reported near 40 K, where
change in scaling of the island density with deposition fl
was observed. However, on cleaner and better prep
graphite surfaces, step-flow growth of Xe films was report
instead, near 50 K.5
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Information on the growth of rare-gas films on metal su
strates is even more limited. On Pt~111!, deposited Xe atoms
exhibit long-range transient motion and are able to fo
compact islands in registry with the substrate forT as low as
4 K.6 Near 1

3 of a monolayer~ML !, the Xe adlayer is slightly
buckled to relieve strain.7 Denser monolayers of Xe/Pt~111!,
with ordered arrays of heavy domain walls, were repor
before second-layer nucleation, but there is no evidence
this occurs on Ni~111!. If common, these extended defec
would certainly influence subsequent multilayer grow
Thicker Xe films have been reported to grow on Pt~111! in a
quasi-layer-by-layer fashion below 40 K,7 just as on
Ag~111!.8

Here, we study the growth of Xe films on Ni~111!. Input
parameters for analyses of the results, e.g., the barriers
prefactors for adatom diffusion on Xe terraces, across
along steps and around island corners are obtained~to a good
approximation! from the Lennard-Jones-like form of the in
teractions between neighboring atoms; see Table I and
1. In these calculations, the Xe~111! substrate consists o
three close-packed layers of atoms. The surface atoms
kept frozen, except during site exchange with an adatom

We grew the Xe films in ultrahigh vacuum~base pressure
,5310211Torr! starting with a Ni~111! single-crystal sur-
face, miscut by 0.1°~average terrace width of 900 Å!. From
the appearance of a sharp superlattice low-energy elec
diffraction ~LEED! pattern, we know that the first monolaye
of Xe on Ni~111! forms a commensurate ()3))R30°
structure, at an equivalent coverage of about 0.33 ML.9 Be-
low 60 K, the nearest-neighbor distance in this structure
the same as the Xe-Xe van der Waals separation, to wi
1.4%. Consequently, the growth of subsequent layers of
on which we focus here, takes place on this nearly stress-
Xe~111! ‘‘substrate.’’ The temperature was measured with
Chromel-Alumel thermocouple spot-welded to the side
the Ni~111! disk ~1.2 cm in diameter!. We studied growth
between 35 and 60 K, above which desorption of Xe b
comes significant. During growth, the Xe pressure was k
at 3.331028 Torr. Under these conditions, the depositio
flux was determined to be about 0.002 ML/s.

Growth of the Xe films was monitored with an oblique
incidence optical-reflectivity-difference technique.9 As a
probe, we used a 2-mW polarized He-Ne laser at an in
dence angle of 66.5°. Letr p05ur p0uexp(ifp0) and r s0
5ur s0uexp(ifs0) denote the reflectivities for p- and
s-polarized light from the substrate without the Xe overlay
1619 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Diffusion barriers~in meV! for Xe adatoms on Xe~111!: Ed , on terraces;Ee(A), ~B! along A or B steps;Ec , around corners
~hopping!; Es(A,B)hop,ex, down atA or B steps, via hopping~hop! or exchange~ex!; Esk(A,B), down at kink sites onA andB steps;Esc(60°),(120°), down
at 60° and 120° corners.n is the attempt frequency~normal-mode frequencies at the 3f h site: 3.1, 1.4, and 1.4 THz; at the saddle point: 3.1 and 1.75 TH!.
The net change in binding energy upon separating one adatom~at a bond length of 4.34 Å! is E1b'20 meV from a dimer,E2b'40 meV'2E1b from a
compact trimer, andE3b'60 meV'3E1b from a compact heptamer. They correspond to breaking single, double, and triple bonds, respectively. N
Ec,Ee(A)1(E2b2E1b), due to interactions beyond nearest neighbors. We usedE'0.08@(1.09r )2122(1.09r )26# for the potential energy~in eV! between
pairs of Xe atoms at separationR5rR0 ~R0 is the bulk Xe-Xe distance at 4 K'4.34 Å!.

Ed Ee(A) Ee(B) Ec Es(A,B)hop Es(A,B)ex Esk(A,B) Esc(60°) Esc(120°) n ~THz!

8 42 21 52 33 53 28 33 35 1.1
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and rp5ur puexp(ifp) andr s5ur suexp(ifs) with the growing
film. We define the reflectivity changesDp5(r p2r p0)/r p0
andDs5(r s2r s0)/r s0 . In the experiment, we measured th
imaginary part of the reflectivity difference,Dp2Ds, de-
noted by Im(Dp2Ds). This quantity follows the behavior o
the dielectric constant of the overlayer,e0 , and thus indi-
rectly its roughness. For quasi-layer-by-layer growth,e0 ~and
thus Dp2Ds! oscillates with increasing film thickness, re
covering to approximately the same value at each monola
completion. For step-flow growth,e0 is independent of film
thickness. For rough growth,e0 varies monotonically with
thickness.

In Fig. 2 we show the observed change in Im(Dp2Ds) for
increasing Xe dosage~in langmuirs or L, 1 L51026 Torr s!,
at 35 and 40 K. Behavior at otherT in this range interpolates
smoothly between the curves shown. At 40 K, Im(Dp2Ds)
increases from zero to 3.331023 monotonically up to a dos
age of 15 L~'3 ML!, and then oscillates with additional X
dosage. The amplitude of the oscillations is roughly 1023,
undamped for several oscillations. In contrast, at 35
Im(Dp2Ds) increases monotonically with increasing Xe do
age, a signature of rough growth. From 40 to 60 K, t
variation of Im(Dp2Ds) with Xe dosage is qualitatively simi
lar, consistent with quasi-layer-by-layer growth. Near a
above 60 K, the film interface roughens due to significant
desorption during growth, producing rapid decay of the
cillations in Im(Dp2Ds) ~data not shown!.

The oscillatory behavior of Im(Dp2Ds) at 40 K can be
qualitatively understood by noting thatDp2Ds is propor-
tional to the difference in the optical response of fully coo
dinated and undercoordinated Xe atoms. During quasi-la
by-layer growth, the density of these undercoordinated ato
~with less than six nearest neighbors in the surface pla!

FIG. 1. Energy of a Xe adatom~a! along a diffusion path on a Xe~111!
terrace and across a step edge, and~b! along the perimeter of a hexagona
island with alternatingA- andB-type steps. The adatom position is in uni
of the lattice constant. Solid circles: diffusion via exchange; open circ
via hopping. In~a!, note that the binding energy at a threefold-hollow site
a step edge is smaller than on a terrace, due to additional next-nea
neighbor interactions in the latter.
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first increases, as new islands nucleate on terraces. T
Im(Dp2Ds) increases accordingly. Subsequent deposit
leads to island growth and coalescence, which reduces
surface density of under-coordinated atoms. Thus, ImDp
2Ds) decreases towards completion of the monolayer. T
behavior of Im(Dp2Ds) is repeated for successive monola
ers. The monotonic increase in Im(Dp2Ds) at low T is then
simply attributed to a continued increase in the density
undercoordinated Xe atoms at the film interface.

The oscillations in Im(Dp2Ds) were used to estimate th
actual deposition flux~'0.002 ML/s! and, in comparison
with the known Xe dosage, to extract an effective sticki
coefficient S for impinging Xe atoms. The inset in Fig.
reveals thatS decreases rapidly with increasing film thick
ness. To understand this behavior, note thatSshould be gen-
erally sensitive to the efficiency of the atomic mechanis
by which kinetic energy and momentum normal to the s
face are transferred from the arriving atoms to the surfac10

This occurs primarily via surface phonons in the case of r
gases. Both the mass misfit between impinging and sur
atoms and their relative binding energy are important facto
The latter can be stronger near the metallic substrate, s
additional polarization effects are possible, but moment
transfer to the substrate will be more efficient the lighter
substrate atoms relative to the rare gas. The net effect oS
can be nontrivial. For Ar/Ru~001!, with a mass ratio of 0.4,S
first increases as the area of bare substrate decreases an
gradually saturates by 2 ML.11 For Xe/Ni~111!, with a mass
ratio of 2.4, both the mass and the binding energy fact
argue for a decrease inS with increasing film thickness. Xe

:
t
st-

FIG. 2. The measured Im(Dp2Ds) vs Xe dosage, at~a! 35 K and~b! 40
K. The change in Im(Dp2Ds) is 0.0013 for 1 ML of Xe on Ni~111!. Inset:S
~at 40 K and fixed Xe pressure! vs the numberu of Xe monolayers. The
solid line is the fitS50.7u21.3.
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atoms are less likely to ‘‘bounce’’ off Ni and as a result, th
are in longer contact, thus makingS the largest for the first
monolayer of Xe.

We now discuss several transitions that might account
the crossover in growth mode observed near 40 K. We b
this discussion on the energy barriers listed in Table I and
the generic behavior of lattice-gas models of film grow
during deposition. We caution, however, that slight dev
tions in the energy barriers can shift quantities significan
Such deviations could arise for films of a few monolaye
due to longer-range effects mediated by the Ni substrate~or
due to impurities, like H!.

(i) Transitions in critical island size and the onset of se
ond layer nucleation. Transitions in island nucleation param
eters, e.g., from irreversible to reversible island nucleati
will affect the onset of second-layer population, and thus
kinetic roughening behavior. For a fcc~111! system with suf-
ficiently strong nearest-neighbor pairwise adatom inter
tions, one expects a gradual transition with increasingT from
i 51 ~all islands are effectively stable! to i 52 ~doubly-
bonded configurations such as compact trimers are sta!
when Y5(h/F)exp@23E1b /(2kBT)#'O(1).12 Here, h
5n exp(2Ed/(kBT)) is the adatom hopping rate,F is the
deposition flux, andE1b is the binding energy of an ad
dimer. Another transition occurs at higherT, from i 52 to i
56 ~triply bonded configurations such as compact septam
are stable! when Y5(h/F)exp@23E2b /(2kBT)#'O(1), with
E2b'2E1b .12 For the parameters in Table I, we fin
Ti 51→2'13 K andTi 52→6'23 K, suggesting that the majo
transitions ini occur below the range ofT of our study.

As a measure of the propensity to deviate from layer-
layer growth~i.e., to start a layer before the previous is co
pleted!, we examine the probabilityP(R) of nucleating is-
lands on top of an island of radiusR. P(R) is significant for
islands of radius above a certain valueRc . Rc depends oni
and on the diffusion rates on top (hd) and down h8
5n exp(2Ed1Es)/(kBT) at the edge of islands~see Table I!.
These parameters also control the average island radiusRav.
The exact dependence ofP on R is illustrated in Fig. 3, for
island distributions obtained at fixed coverage from simu
tions of irreversible (i 51) island formation in each layer.2

Behavior ofP for i .1 is qualitatively similar. In particular
Rc andRav increase with increasingh/F andh8/h, and dif-
ferent scaling forms,P(R/Rc), apply for small and large
h8/h ~or, better, for small and largeRc /Rav!.

A rate-equation analysis13 for generali and a single cir-
cular island of radiusRav, or a sharp distribution of radi
about Rav, obtained P(Rav)512exp@2(Rav/Rc)

s#. Here,
s52i 16 andRc'Rav;$(h/F) iexp@2Ei /(kBT)#%1/(2i 14), for
small G5ES/Ed ; Ei.0 is the binding energy for islands o
size i ~so E150, E25E1b , etc.!. For largeG, s5 i 15 and
Rc'@Rav

2i 16LSE
2( i 11)#1/s, with LSE5exp@ES/(kBT)#5h/h8.

Figure 3 shows that the rate-equation form provides a fa
good description of the transition region,R5Rc , for i 51.
Presumably this applies also fori .1.

In practice, the important parameter is the ratioRc /Rav: if
it is sufficiently large, then growth is smooth. Using Xe p
rameters~Table I!, we find Rav(40 K)/Rav(35 K)'O(1), so
in order to elucidate the difference in growth mode betwe
35 and 40 K, we need only compare theRc values. For large
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G'4 ~Table I! the rate-equation analysis predicts
,Rc(40 K)/Rc(35 K),10, for 1< i<6, with a higher ratio
the larger thei. Sincei is at least 6 for Xe/Xe~111! at 35–40
K, this result explains the observed smoother growth at 40
Simulation results reveal more complex scaling behavior
Rc, e.g., Rc}LSE

2 i /(3i 14) for large G,14 but one still finds
Rc(40 K)/Rc(35 K)'O(10) for i 56 using the Xe param-
eters.

(ii) Transition to step-flow growth. It is pertinent, espe-
cially for low-corrugation surfaces, to compare the anti
pated characteristic separation between islands,L, with the
average terrace width,Lt . Step-flow growth occurs ifL
@Lt . To estimateL for a clean surface, the key parameter
the ratio h/F. Between 35 and 60 K, one getsh/F.1012

usingEd andn from Table I andF'0.002 ML/s. Therefore,
L.500 Å, for all i>1, based on simulation results.15 Al-
though more islands than average form near descen
steps when the step-edge barriers are large, as for
Xe~111!, our Lt'900 Å is sufficiently close toL that one
should observe step-flow growth at least for the thicker film
However, even minute concentrations of defects will prov
sites for heterogeneous island nucleation, thereby dela
the transition to step-flow growth.

(iii) Transitions in island shape. Island shapes are impor
tant to kinetic roughening behavior, since the step-edge
riers can depend strongly on the atomic structure of
edges. An estimate of the range ofT where transitions in
island shape might occur in our system, can be obtained
comparing the timeta between successive aggregati
events of diffusing adatoms with islands to the time scalete ,
for island shape equilibration.16 If ta,te , then island shape
instabilities will develop, i.e., ramified islands form. Give
the island densityN ~per adsorption site!, one hasta5N/F
!1/F. Island-perimeter diffusion dominates the shap
equilibration process at lowT, and sinceEe,Ec , te is in
fact controlled by the rate of corner crossing, so 1te
;n exp@2Ec /(kBT)#. A weak criterion for shape instabilitie
is thente.1/F, or T,Tc'28 K for F'0.002 ML/s andn
'1 THz. So, islands would develop a ramified shape be
28 K but a compact shape above. The actualTc will be larger

FIG. 3. Simulation results forP(R) at 0.5 ML ~120031200 site lattices;
500 runs!, in ~a! versusR ~in atoms! and in~b! versusR/Rc . Rc is defined

as P(Rc)'
1
2 . Data shown are for compact islands formed irreversibly,

ing different (h/F,h8/h) pairs, as indicated:h/F5107, h8/h51025 ~Rav

'8.8, Rc'5.5, Rc /Rav'0.62; rms film roughnessW'0.650! and h8/h
51023 ~Rav'9.0, Rc'7.6, Rc /Rav'0.84, W'0.624!; and h/F5108,
h8/h51025 ~Rav'12.7, Rc'6.7, Rc /Rav'0.53, W'0.663! and h8/h
51023 ~Rav'13.0, Rc'11.0, Rc /Rav'0.84, W'0.626!. The form P(R)
512exp@2(R/Rc)

s#, with s58(6) for small~large! h8/h, in dashed lines,
deviates from the exact behavior forR.Rc but describes fairly well the
transition region. Deviations reflect the nontrivial form of the distribution
first-layer island radii,NR ~inset!.
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~since N!1!, possibly falling above 35 K. Since ramifie
island shapes assist layer-by-layer growth, a transition
compact shape with increasingT is probably not so relevan
to understand the difference in growth mode between 35
40 K.

On the basis of our data, we cannot discount the occ
rence of more than one of these transitions in our films in
range ofT of our study. However, short of an exotic chan
in the nature of the island nucleation process, it appears
a significant increase inRc from 35 to 40 K~due to largei!
can completely account for the observed transition to qu
layer-by-layer growth at 40 K.

Finally, we explore the effect of a thickness-dependent
sticking coefficient on the film structure. For this purpos
we performed simulations withS varying as in Fig. 2 and
monitored the dependence of the surface step density,Nsd
}Im(Dp2Ds), on film thickness. Results are shown in Fig.
For small h8/h and fixedh/F, the film roughens without
lasting oscillations, as for the Xe system at the lowerT.
However, even a small shift inh8/h from 0.1 to 0.5 produces
strong oscillations inNsd, characteristic of layer-by-laye
growth. There is also the possibility thath and h8 change
with increasing film thickness, corresponding to changes
the barriers for adatom diffusion with increasing distan
from the Ni substrate. For the parameters that we tested,
only affected the value ofNsd and the amplitude of the os
cillations, not their period.

In summary, at Xe pressures of 331028 Torr, Xe/Xe/
Ni~111! films grow very rough below 40 K and above 60
but quasi-layer-by-layer between 40 and 60 K. Rou
growth at lowT is likely controlled by large effective barri
ers for downward diffusion at the edge of compact islan
The crossover to smooth growth at 40 K is consistent wit
tenfold increase in the critical island radius for second-la
nucleation. If the parameters in Table I are fairly accura
e
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then it is conceivable that island nucleation is not homo
neous at or above 40 K. Thus, we are currently examin
the sensitivity of growth behavior on the density of defe
and impurities deliberately introduced in the Xe/Ni system
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FIG. 4. Simulation results forNsd ~in arbitrary units! versus coverageu
~in ML !. The insets showNsd vs dosageu/S. In ~a! we usedh/F5108 ~Ref.
17! and compare results for differentS andh8/h, for growth on a singular
surface~5003500 site lattices!. S,1 meansS50.7u21.3. The shift in the
position of the minima below

1
2, monolayers. for smallh8/h, reflects a

skewed distribution of surface heights~Ref. 2!. Growth is smoother forS
,1 ~at fixedh/F andh8!, as expected. In~b!, we usedh/F5106 for growth
on a miscut surface (L/Lt<0.07).
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